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WE SAID THERE’D BE

surprises.

If you thought we’d let the first-ever Le Club Voyage member voyage stop at just four exclusive tours,
then you thought wrong. Turn to page 8 to discover the details about the newest and biggest tour created
exclusively for members of Le Club Voyage.

Desert Nights Camp, Muscat, Oman

YOU VOTED, AND THE RESULTS
ARE IN! - p.4

INTRODUCING AZAMARA
PRIVATE JOURNEYSSM. - p.10
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THE FLAVOUR OF
THE ARABIAN GULF. - p.14

TALES FROM THE TRAVELLING
AMBASSADOR.

GREETINGS FROM YOUR
LCV AMBASSADOR.
Dear LCV Members,
We’re entering a new season of the year and
a new season for Azamara Club Cruises. The
Azamara Journey® has been out of dry dock
for a little over a month now, and the Quest® will
soon join in on the reimagined fun. If you haven’t
been able to see the transformation up close yet,
then I strongly encourage you to take your first
opportunity to do so. A lot of work was put into it
and I, for one, am very proud of the results.
This issue of Le News has some exciting
announcements to make and plenty of
information on the world of Azamara: We are
taking action to become more environmentally
conscious, the 2017 Le Club Voyage member
voyage is announced, and we have added
a particularly enticing tour to the 2016 LCV
member voyage. Read on to learn all about
these items and more, including my time in
London and Los Angeles. That’s all for now,
faithful readers and guests, until next time.

If you read January’s issue of the Le Club Voyage
newsletter, then you know I was in London for the Daily Mail
Cruise Show. The show was wonderful, and it was so exciting
to work my very first cruise show. I was able to speak with a
few of our loyal guests who can’t wait to get back “home” to
see the reimagined Journey. I even met some fellow travel
lovers who weren’t aware of the amazing world of Azamara
Club Cruises, but were very interested in finding out more.
My time in London was so much fun, especially when I got to
explore the city a little. I visited the Shard and rode the
tube, both for the first time ever. I even made some new
swan friends, learned the importance of looking left, and the
cookies, oh the cookies, so good.
My globe trotting didn’t end in London, though. I recently
returned from Los Angeles where I toured the newly
reimagined Azamara Journey with a very impressed group of
Azamara guests. It was great to meet them and hear the
flattering things they had to say about the Journey. The ship
is incredible and the guests I toured with absolutely loved
it, especially the Living Room. And they were very excited
about Discoveries having seating for two now. If you haven’t
been onboard since the Journey was in dry dock, then you are
in for a treat.
I could go on and on about my recent travels, but instead of
telling you, why don’t I just show you? Please enjoy these
photos, and I hope you appreciate looking at them as much as
I do being in them.

Warm regards,

Nicole Lukacs
Le Club Voyage Ambassador
LCVAmbassador@LeClubVoyage.com
@LeClubVoyage
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@leclubvoyage
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Daily Mail Cruise Show, London, England

Inspiration Center, Azamara Journey

Mosaic Café, Azamara Journey

Club Ocean Suite, Azamara Journey

Los Angeles, California, USA

Los Angeles, California, USA

The Living Room, Azamara Journey

London, England

London, England
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London, England

London, England
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2017
VOYAGE
Venice, Italy

Venice, Italy

Dubrovnik, Croatia

Dubrovnik, Croatia

THE RESULTS ARE IN!
For the second time, we asked you to vote for the Le Club Voyage member voyage. And for the
second time, you delivered an excellent choice. Start mentally packing your bags, because on
5-May, 2017, we’re setting sail on the Azamara Quest® for Croatia. The 8-Night Croatia Inside
Passage Voyage won your hearts and votes.

CROATIA INSIDE PASSAGE
5-MAY 2017 | AZAMARA QUEST®
Venice, Italy | Zadar, Croatia |
Croatia Inside Passage (Scenic Cruising) |
Hvar, Croatia | Kotor, Montenegro |
Dubrovnik, Croatia | Korcula, Croatia |
Koper, Slovenia | Venice, Italy
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We’ll have the standard Azamara Club Cruises amenities you love, plus exclusive adventures
and activities only for Le Club Voyage members. Stay tuned for more details, but booking the
voyage seems like a good thing to do while you wait. Thanks again for participating; if only all
voters were as good as you are!

BOOK ONLINE NOW, CLICK HERE TO CALL US, OR CONTACT YOUR
PREFERRED TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

Discoveries Restaurant

new

DISCOVER THE
OPTIONS OF DISCOVERIES.
In the spirit of Reimagine, we have made some changes to the menu at Discoveries Restaurant. There
are now 14 menus in rotation, providing different options for every day of your voyage. However,
all you creatures of habit only need to look for the (a) that marks options as always available.
We have also added more vegetarian, vegan, gluten-free, and healthy choices than ever before,
all of them with their own symbol for easy recognition. And there is even a World Cuisine
selection, which will correspond to the themed buffet being served in Windows Café each night.
Your server will know all the details regarding the evening’s theme. Next time you’re onboard,
stop into Discoveries Restaurant and see what we’ve cooked up.

little

EVERY
THING HELPS.
Continuing our effort to preserve the ocean’s generous waters, we are limiting our
usage of paper onboard. We are no longer handing out paper copies of account
statements. Instead, they will be available via the stateroom televisions at any time.
If a paper copy is desired, one can be requested by contacting guest relations.
Press “Menu” on the remote • Select “Account Review”
Choose which account to review • All onboard charges and credits will be displayed

FROM THE DESK OF
THE PRESIDENT.
A WORD FROM AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES
PRESIDENT & CEO, LARRY PIMENTEL.
Why travel? It’s a question many people ask
themselves and I get asked fairly often myself.
For me the reasons are endless. It’s always nice
to return home, but I’m usually itching to get
back out there and discover what the world has
to offer. So what keeps me travelling? To start,
it’s great for mental wellness and happiness.
Exploring the world and encountering new
experiences helps me refresh and bring a new
perspective to my life. Seeing a world beyond
my own and meeting the people that live in
it can be humbling, challenging, and often
very rewarding as new friends are made and
new lessons are learned. Possibly, the best
reason is that witnessing all the wonders of
the world reminds me that something better,
greater, and more beautiful is always out there.
This realisation is what keeps me striving for
improvement in my own life and with Azamara
Club Cruises. So why travel? Simply put, I can’t
think of a reason not to.

Sincerely,
Learn more at bit.ly/AZASaveTheWaves

Larry Pimentel
Azamara Club Cruises President & CEO

@LarryPimentel
CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:

@larrypimentel
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@lauramariamotta

@vickiarkoff

@ that_oscar_guy

@shermanstravel

Social media is an excellent and easy way
to keep in touch with Azamara Club Cruises
while you’re between voyages. Since social
media is a two-way channel, we love seeing
how you experience Azamara as well, so
keep posting your photos with #LoveTravel
and #AzamaraClubCruises. And feel free to
share your favourite recipes. We'd love that.

@larrypimentel

@leclubvoyage

@leclubvoyage

@jewells47

@matterelevence

@azamaraclubcruises

@larrypimentel

@zelbash

AZAMARA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
All things Azamara can be enjoyed by liking us on Facebook and Pinterest, or following us on Twitter and Instagram
at @AzamaraVoyages and @AzamaraClubCruises, respectively.
Our President and CEO, Larry Pimentel, continues to dominate Twitter as the reigning and repeat Most Engaging
Cruise Line Executive on Twitter according to #CruiseCritic. Follow him at @LarryPimentel.
LCV Ambassador Nicole Lukacs handles travel diplomacy with aplomb under the Twitter handle @LeClubVoyage.
Find her on Instagram with @LeClubVoyage.
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EXCLUSIVE
TOURS

2016
VOYAGE

FOR LCV VOYAGE GUESTS.
Al Manamah, Bahrain

The voyage for Le Club Voyage wouldn’t be complete without tours created
exclusively for members. So it’s a good thing we went ahead and designed
four of them just for you, plus a super secret for-member-eyes-only one you
can read about on page 8.
These exclusive tours are only available on the 2016 Le Club Voyage member
voyage, so don’t delay - book your Arabian Gulf and Emirates adventure now.
While you’re at it, reserve your place for these space-limited opportunities.You
could end up with one, two, or even four new tales to tell.

4X4 EXTREME TOUR, AL MANAMAH, BAHRAIN
COST: $159 USD/person DURATION: 4 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 16 Guests

Muscat, Oman

Take in the architecture of Manama while touring the Bahraini desert in 4x4 style. Then
brace yourself upon arrival at the Bahrain International Circuit, because you’re in for the
ride of your life. An expert rally driver will take you through the twists, turns, and ups and
downs of an off-road track. It’s driving gone desert wild.

DOLPHIN WATCHING
TRIP BY LUXURY CATAMARAN, MUSCAT, OMAN
COST: $199 USD/person DURATION: 4 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 45 Guests
On this tour, you’ll be watching the dolphins swim and play as you sail comfortably by on a
75-foot catamaran. Joining you and the dolphins will be a local marine life specialist ready to
impart sea wisdom to all those that will listen. So get your cameras ready.

ABU DHABI DESERT EXPERIENCE, ABU DHABI, UAE
COST: $119 USD/person DURATION: 3.5 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 40 Guests

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Adventure through the Al Khatim Desert with an experienced safari marshal behind the
wheel of a 4x4 vehicle. Visit a camel farm for a lesson in man and dromedary relations. Then
it’s off to a desert camp for refreshments, camel rides, and sand boarding.

ABU DHABI BY SEAPLANE, ABU DHABI, UAE
COST: $689 USD/person DURATION: 1.5 Hours CAPACITY: Up to 9 Guests
Have your breath taken away by the aerial views of this opulent city. An experienced local
pilot will take you to the sky in a seaplane for a bird’s eye view of the Emirates Palace, the
Yas Marina Circuit, and the Sheikh Zayed Bridge. It’s the perfect opportunity to bring your
destination experience to new heights.

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

THESE TOURS CANNOT BE BOOKED ONLINE, SO
CLICK HERE TO CALL US OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED
TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Le Club Voyage Member Exclusive Overland Bedouin Experience in Muscat, Oman.
DURATION: 2 Days, Overnight Stay CAPACITY: Up to 30 Guests
COST: $1,189 USD/person (Double Occupancy), $1,489 USD/person (Single Occupancy)
Secrets are only meant to be kept for so long, and we’ve kept this one long enough. While in Muscat, Oman, relish
this formerly super-secret opportunity to roam the desert’s dunes and wadis by 4WD and experience a lavish taste of
the Bedouin lifestyle over the course of this two-day event. You’ll discover the Wadi Arbayeen, the Bimmah Sinkhole,
and Wadi Shab with its breathtaking lagoons, waterfalls, and natural plant terraces. Attend a workshop on dhow
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2016
VOYAGE

craftsmanship in the town of Sur, which is famous for these graceful wooden ships. Check into the Desert Nights
Camp, where you’ll stay in a luxurious Bedouin-style tent. Try dune bashing, then enjoy an authentic Arabic barbecue
dinner while Omani locals play the oud. Continue this journey the next day with a visit to a Bedouin family’s home. And
finish this incredibly unique experience with a dip in the Wadi Bani Khalid before preparing to return to Muscat. It’s a
voyage within a voyage, and one worthy of saying you did it all.
Visit AzamaraClubCruises.co.uk/2016LCVVoyage for more information.
Space is limited and booking cannot be done online, so CLICK HERE to call us or contact your travel professional.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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Azenhas do Mar, Portugal

CREATE TOURS AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE.
Private Journeys are personally designed excursions for guests who
seek unique experiences or want to travel with just their companions. We can design
Private Journeys like these and more.

Enjoy a private cruise to a
tiny island church in
Montenegro to witness
hidden baroque art.

Visit an opulent sacred
temple to receive a
personal blessing from a
monk in Bangkok.

Take a camel ride for
two with a private, local
guide through the
undulating sands of Oman.

Create your Private Journeys with our team of Destination Insiders, seasoned world
travelers with years of experience sailing aboard our ships. Their deep knowledge of
our destinations ensures that your Private Journey is an unforgettable exploration
of culture, tailored just for you.
Open a world of discovery with a $100 non-refundable deposit which will be added
to your Private Journeys booking.
For a limited time only, we invite you to discover Private Journeys with a
complimentary consultation, by waiving the required $100 non-refundable deposit.*
Visit AzamaraClubCruises.co.uk/PrivateJourneys to learn more.
*Complimentary consultation offer expires March 31, 2016.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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This season is going to be an exciting one for guests travelling to Europe with Azamara. We’re
curating new tours all the time, so Loyalty guests like you can see more local European culture
with every voyage.

Moscow, Russia

With over 100 new tours in Europe this year, our unique selections of Land Discoveries® and other
signature tours are a fantastic way to enjoy authentic destination experiences. Make the most of
your time ashore with Azamara Club Cruises, and the peace of mind that comes with our Land
Discoveries guarantees, including priority departure and guaranteed return to our ship.

A FEW OF OUR

favourites:

We can’t help but highlight a few of our favourite new excursions this season. These tours
have been specially curated to showcase some of the most exclusive settings in big-name
destinations. Whether it’s your first or fifteenth visit to Rome, Amsterdam, or Russia, our
Land Discoveries reveal authentic culture like no other tours can.
If you’re looking for the ultimate in immersion, stay overnight in Italy on our all-new

VENICE, FLORENCE, AND PISA MULTI-DAY ADVENTURE.
An overnight sightseeing excursion is an excellent way to soak up the authentic details
that make these some of Italy's most culturally significant cities.
We take off on another cross-country adventure in Russia. An epic, high-speed
train glides through the countryside from St. Petersburg to Moscow to experience

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

MOSCOW AND THE MYSTERIOUS KREMLIN BY
HIGH-SPEED TRAIN.
In Rome, we join the exclusive few who experience the

VATICAN

UNDERGROUND. The Vatican’s necropolis lies under St. Peter’s Basilica
and is the sacred resting place of the saint.
In Amsterdam, another overnight excursion GRAND TOUR

OF THE
NETHERLANDS Overland pairs rich experiences throughout the
Netherlands with an immersive city tour. Eat in a Michelin-starred restaurant,
visit a dairy farm, and float along the city’s canals.
Don’t miss out! These are just a few of the new destination experiences
you can enjoy in Europe this year.

Rome, Italy
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VISIT AZAMARACLUBCRUISES.CO.UK/
LANDDISCOVERIES OR CONTACT YOUR
TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL TO RESERVE OUR
NEW EUROPEAN EXCURSIONS TODAY.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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The voyage for members

2016
VOYAGE

BY MEMBERS.

The 2016 Le Club Voyage member voyage is shaping up to be one for the ages: 10 nights in the
Arabian Gulf and Emirates with so many activities to fill your personal itinerary. We told you about the
exclusive tours, but don’t forget about the shopping, the sights, the food, and an AzAmazing Evening fit
for the first-ever LCV member voyage.
If it’s your dream to play through the finest courses the Gulf has to offer, then consider this opportunity
a stroke of good fortune. PerryGolf will be onboard and on shore to handle the details should a round at
Doha Golf Club, Almouj Golf Club, Saadiyat Beach Golf Club, and the Majlis Course of Emirates Golf Club
sound like something worth packing your clubs for.
LCV members, this is your voyage. You voted for it, and we're positive it will be one to remember. If you
haven’t booked already, then do so now as space and time are running out.

Learn more and book at bit.ly/LCVArabianGulfandEmirates

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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One of the most interesting and amazing aspects of the Arabian Gulf is the cuisine. Each country or area certainly has its
own style of cooking, but it is often very closely related to the style of their neighbours. Whether you are in the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain, Oman, or Qatar, you will find dishes with the same name or spelt similarly. Sometimes it will be the same
recipe, other times the preferred meat or spices of the region will be used instead, but the dish will largely be the same. This is
why the cuisine is so fascinating. It is truly a culinary experience to discover how a slight change in ingredients can transform
a meal so uniquely. While you’re on the LCV member voyage, be sure to try the various dishes you’ll find and see if you can
taste a difference. We have selected a handful of local favourites you are likely to encounter.

HAREES

MASHUAI

SHAWARMA

HA-rees

mash-ah-wee

sha-war-ma

Cracked or coarsely-ground wheat is mixed
with meat, often chicken. The consistency is
somewhere between porridge and dumplings.
It is often garnished with cinnamon, sugar, and
clarified butter.

Kingfish, also called Spanish, barred or, regionally,
kanaad mackerel, is roasted whole on a spit and
served with lemon rice.

The Gulf’s version of the gyro. Meat of the region
is grilled on a spit and shaved off. It can be served
on a plate, as a sandwich, or in a wrap. Common
toppings are tahini, hummus, pickled turnips, and
amba, a tangy mango pickle sauce.
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2016
VOYAGE

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

BUKAJ

SHORBAT ADAS

AYRAN

bu-kahj

shohr-baht ey-duhs

AH-rahn

A sweet treat from the baklava family of desserts.
filo pastry is formed into a bowl shape and filled
with pistachios or cashews.

Lentil soup is typically served as a main dish,
because it is very filling.

A refreshing and tasty beverage consisting of a
yogurt, iced water, and salt mixture. Traditionally
a Turkish drink, it has grown in popularity in the
Arabian Gulf region.

CONNECT WITH AZAMARA CLUB CRUISES® AT:
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THERE’S EVEN MORE VALUE EXCLUSIVELY FOR OUR LE CLUB VOYAGE MEMBERS.
You’ll have to book soon to enjoy up to 10% savings on these select voyages.* This offer ends 31-March 2016, so hurry
and don’t forget this offer can be combined with current promotions. Book now and experience the value of your next
Azamara voyage. For details, visit AzamaraClubCruises.co.uk/MemberSavings.

AZAMARA JOURNEY®
11 NIGHTS | ADRIATIC & GREEK ISLES VOYAGE;
24-MAY 2016

7 NIGHTS | PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC VOYAGE;
3-JULY 2016

11 NIGHTS | GREEK ISLES & ADRIATIC VOYAGE;
29-AUGUST 2016

12 NIGHTS | AEGEAN SEA TO ROME VOYAGE;
4-JUNE 2016

11 NIGHTS | CLASSIC MEDITERRANEAN
VOYAGE; 10-JULY 2016

7 NIGHTS | PEARL OF THE ADRIATIC VOYAGE;
9-SEPTEMBER 2016

7 NIGHTS | AMALFI COAST TO GREECE VOYAGE;
16-JUNE 2016

12 NIGHTS | MEDITERRANEAN JEWELS
VOYAGE; 21-JULY 2016

7 NIGHTS | TUSCANY & ITALIAN RIVIERA
VOYAGE; 23-SEPTEMBER 2016

10 NIGHTS | GREEK ISLES & ADRIATIC VOYAGE;
23-JUNE 2016

7 NIGHTS | DALMATIAN COAST, SICILY &
AMALFI VOYAGE; 2-AUGUST 2016

7 NIGHTS | SICILY & MALTA VOYAGE;
30-SEPTEMBER 2016

10 NIGHTS | TUSCANY, FRENCH RIVIERA &
BARCELONA VOYAGE; 9-AUGUST 2016

AZAMARA QUEST®
13 NIGHTS | ASIAN CITIES & WATERS VOYAGE;
17-MARCH 2016

12 NIGHTS | LONDON TO BALTIC VOYAGE;
11-JUNE 2016

14 NIGHTS | EUROPEAN CAPITALS VOYAGE;
26-AUGUST 2016

16 NIGHTS | EMIRATES TO PETRA VOYAGE;
1-MAY 2016

10 NIGHTS | BALTIC RENDEZVOUS VOYAGE;
23-JUNE 2016

16 NIGHTS | NEW ORLEANS & WEST INDIES
VOYAGE; 26-OCTOBER 2016

8 NIGHTS | GREEK ISLES COTE D’AZUR
VOYAGE; 17-MAY 2016

11 NIGHTS | LONDON TO BALTIC VOYAGE;
22-JULY 2016

10 NIGHTS | WEST INDIES HIDEAWAY VOYAGE;
11-NOVEMBER 2016

12 NIGHTS | EUROPEAN JEWELS VOYAGE;
30-MAY 2016

18 NIGHTS | COSTA RICA, CANAL & ABCs
VOYAGE; 1-DECEMBER 2016

St. Petersburg, Russia
*Visit AzamaraClubCruises.co.uk/Terms for more details.
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